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Addenda 
Volume 128, Number 2 (1987), in the article “A Remark on the Stability 
Problem in Fluid Dynamics,” by Carlo Marchioro and Vinicio Moauro, 
pages 413-418: In Theorem 1 [l] it was assumed (VO( > 0. This condition 
with the collinearity of V$ and VU implies that the following condition is 
satisfied: 
(a) there exists a function F: R -+ R, FE C’, such that $ = F(W). 
Actually, our theorem is true also if )VO\ 30 and (a) is assumed. This 
enlarges the range of applicability of our theorem. As an example let us 
consider the problem, studied by Tollmien [2], of motion of an ideal 
incompressible fluid in a channel 
D= ((x,,x,)~R~, -A<.zcx,<A) 
satisfying a periodicity condition in x,. Let us consider the flow 
We have 
w, 3 x2) = cx:, 0). 
4 
$(x1 9 x2) = 4’ W(x,, x*) = -3x;. 
Therefore condition (a) holds and 
()<!?!!<A2 
‘vo‘ 6. 
Thus, our (enlarged) theorem assures the stability of U. This result does 
not follow by Arnold’s Theorem II of [3] because (V$/V&)(x, , 0) = 0 and 
condition (1) in [3] is not satisfied. 
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